Magnifying prismatic lenses for vitrectomy.
Viewing the fundus at higher magnification during vitrectomy makes surgical procedures much safer; however, the scope of magnification of the peripheral fundus has been limited. For better visualization of the periphery of the fundus, we have developed two new contact lenses called magnifying prismatic lenses. The magnifying 15 degrees and 30 degrees prismatic lenses are made of a glass with a high index of refraction (n = 1.883). The lenses have a convex upper surface to provide a magnified view of the peripheral fundus. These magnifying 15 degrees and 30 degrees prismatic lenses provide an approximately 2x magnified view of the peripheral fundus. They also provide a more extensive view of the peripheral fundus than a regular (plano-concave) prismatic lens when the eye is tilted. The magnifying prismatic lenses are useful for viewing into the peripheral fundus with higher magnification.